
SPORTS CULTURE IN NEW ZEALAND RUGBY ESSAY

Sports Culture in New Zealand Perspective Sport Culture rugby, in particular plays a major role in the creation of New
Zealand's national identity over the past .

Sport and the military In the North Island, the military presence was crucial to the growth of sport. Strict game
laws restricted access to hunting and fishing in Britain. Professional cricketers, such as Glenn Turner and to an
extent Richard Hadlee, had periodic confrontations with the conservative administration of New Zealand
cricket as they sought to pursue careers in England. Sport was therefore confined to certain times each week,
especially Saturday afternoons. At the older grounds the standing banks were eliminated, and they became all
seating. It is true I was bigger than many of the people on the team but that did not mean I had half the
courage. That area is in regards to sports. Team and club memberships declined. A foot in both camps Rugby
School in Rugby, Warwickshire, is often credited with first formalising the game of rugby football. The
emerging distinction between those who played for pay professionals and those who played for pleasure
amateurs kept working-class influence to a minimum. Older British sports such as cricket, horse racing and
rowing were quickly established and New Zealand was only slightly behind Britain in taking up newly
organised sports such as rugby and tennis. The Manawatu Rugby Football Union did not function during the
period from to  These sports and games often reveal to us what was occurring outside the playing field and
arenas, into the political arenas and clashes between the classes. The rules then drawn up included the right to
run with the ball in hand. Professional attitudes, as well as different training and coaching methods, gradually
filtered back to a still predominantly amateur New Zealand sporting culture that sometimes struggled to accept
them. It began with cricket â€” provincial associations were formed in Wellington in , Otago in and
Canterbury in  You can play korfball with the people of the Netherlands, go to the extreme ironing world
championship near Munich, Germany, or play underwater hockey or rugby with the New Jersey
Hammerheads, or any of the other seven teams in the United States. The first sports team to tour overseas was
a Canterbury cricket team, which played in Victoria early in  Rugby football acts as an example of Pakeha and
Maoris common ground in the Rugby field. Tours by international sporting teams and talented individuals
drew large crowds and awoke public interest. London: Frank Cass,  Never in my mind did I see myself as a
rugby player. Indoor Bowls[ edit ] New Zealand Indoor Bowls was introduced in and today is made up of 37
centres and clubs covering all of New Zealand. In this modern day, rugby union is more about how hard you
can tackle and how fast you can run, than the rugby. In smaller towns numerous smaller grounds and sporting
spaces were established by both sports bodies and local councils, who sought to provide recreational
opportunities for their own expanding populations.


